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Figure 1: A 3D tree model is imported to our framework (a) and develops according to a prevailing wind direction (b) and (c). Besides considering wind as developmental factor our system also handels the breaking of branches (d) and the abrasion and drying of buds (e).
Introduction
Trees are complex systems that heavily interact with their environment. The actual tree shape results from internal plant characteristics and external factors such as light, temperature, or available nutrients. The interaction of trees with light has been investigated frequently over the years [Honda 1971; Měch and Prusinkiewicz 1996; Palubicki et al. 2009 ]. Several methods concentrate on modeling the sway motions of developed trees and plants in wind fields [Diener et al. 2006; Habel et al. 2009; Shinya and Fournier 1992] . However, no method exists that models the influence of dynamic wind fields on the developmental process of a tree.
We close this gap by introducing a method for modeling tree development within a realistic wind field. Wind affects trees in many ways; destructive winds can rip off single branches or blow down entire trees, strong winds can also stretch the tree roots and separate them from the soil thus decreasing water absorption, bend their branches (sculpting influence), while moderate and low winds can significantly affect the heat exchange within a tree [Chaney 2001] or cause bud abrasion and drying [Putz et al. 1984] . The latter effects are caused by swaying branches that mechanically destroy buds. In this paper, we focus on the effects that are common and can be found in all trees. We do not focus on catastrophic events and limit ourselves to branch bending and breaking as well as bud abrasion and drying.
All effects depend on wind duration and intensity as well as the actual exposure of the tree. A tree at the edge of the forest will be affected much more than a tree that is surrounded by other trees or obstacles. By using Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) for the wind simulation we are able to model wind fields realistically in real-time and also account for the aforementioned local effects in the developmental process.
The acting forces are used to move the tree realistically but are also integrated over time to change the tree morphology during growth. While wood is elastic at a young age, it becomes increasingly rigid over time and plastic deformations occur if wind constantly acts on the tree skeleton. We use the mechanical property of wood which prevents it from recuperating completely from the applied force as a way of expressing tree response to the long-term stress caused by wind. Figure 1 shows a 3D tree model (consisting of 15,600 graph vertices and 33,176 leaves) processed with our system. The younger developmental stages of the input model (a) develop according to a prevailing wind direction (b) and (c). Our framework also handles environmental effects, such as the breaking of branches (d) and the abrasion and drying of buds (e).
Related Work
Modeling trees and plants has been an important topic in computer graphics for almost forty years. While early approaches were inspired by fractals and repetitive patterns [Aono and Kunii 1984; Kawaguchi 1982; Oppenheimer 1986; Smith 1984] , more recent approaches focus on interactive modeling [Ijiri et al. 2006; Lintermann and Deussen 1999] , sketching [Longay et al. 2012; Okabe et al. 2007] , and on expressing environmental interaction [Greene 1989; Měch and Prusinkiewicz 1996; Benes and Millán 2002; Palubicki et al. 2009 ]. L-systems [Lindenmayer 1968 ] are the most developed formal approach for plant modeling and allow for the expression of either simple repetitions or, as in recent extensions, are able to capture and express the environmental interaction [Měch and Prusinkiewicz 1996; Palubicki et al. 2009 ]. Other approaches either capture real-world data, e.g., from images [Reche-Martinez et al. 2004; Neubert et al. 2007 ] and laser-scanned point sets [Livny et al. 2011; Xu et al. 2007 ], or utilize user-defined sketches to model the branching structure [Quan et al. 2006] .
While modeling the branching structure is important when defining tree and plant models, recent approaches concentrate on dynamically adapting tree models and more complex animations. Pirk et al. [2012b] introduced a modeling approach that adds environmental sensitivity to static input exemplars and enables tree models to adapt to changing environmental conditions. More recently, Zhao and Barbič [2013] proposed a method for the interactive authoring and simulation of adult plant and tree models. They discretize tree models based on an FEM model and show that this reduction can be utilized to model a variety of effects, also including wind animations. However, despite recent advances in synthesizing continuous animations of biologically-and physically-plausible tree models, real-time synthesis still remains a challenge.
Several approaches exist to animate the reaction of trees and plants to wind. One class uses spectral approximation which captures the characteristic motions of wind based on noise. One of the early approaches utilizes a field of random velocities in the frequency domain to simulate the power spectrum of wind passing through trees [Shinya and Fournier 1992] . Stam [1997] investigates the motion of branches based on filtered white noise in the Fourier domain.
Other more recent approaches focus on retrieving the power spectrum from real world data [Diener et al. 2006 ]. An advantage of noise-based methods is their generality and consistency. However, it is difficult to create a specific spectrum and they often require preprocessing to be used efficiently.
Coupling wind models with tree skeletons and modeling the underlying biomechanics are important aspects when animating and simulating tree models [Wang et al. 2013] . Ota et al. [2003] combine 1/f β noise power spectra for approximating wind with a spring model to describe branch dynamics. Diener et al. [2008] propose more evolved mechanical means to model a tree's response to varying wind-fields. The approach of Habel et al. [2009] couples a noise power spectrum with Euler-Bernoulli beams to efficiently compute branch motions. Bertails et al. [2008] provide a thorough overview of strand dynamics also related to tree dynamics. While the existing approaches already expose a high level of complexity, it is not possible to capture the full variety of parameters involved in nature at interactive rates.
Physical models for wind animations are commonly based on computational fluid dynamics. Several methods exist to integrate the flow field, however only a small number of previous work employs them to animate tree and plant models. Akagi and Kitajima [2006] proposed a method for animating the two-way dynamics of treewind interaction with a particle-based fluid simulation. Oliapuram and Kumar [2010] as well as Yang et al. [2011] follow this approach and propose acceleration methods for solving computationally expensive equations directly on graphics hardware. A more recent work by Selino and Jones [2013] concentrates on meshfree simulations of particles using Smoothed-Particle Hydrodynamcis (SPH) [Lucy 1977] . Their work allows to animate grown tree models while we focus on developmental tree models.
Research in forestry and botany predominantly concentrates on the tree's responses to weather conditions and the resulting stress on its branching structure [Marshall 1998 ]. Petola et al. [1996] investigate a tree's reaction to wind and the consequences for groups of trees. Fourcaud et al. [2003] go even further and propose numerical models for shape regulation and growth stress caused by different wind conditions. Recently, the aerodynamic properties of trees have been investigated [Sellier and Fourcaud 2009] . James et al. [2006] as well as Ye [2013] focus on the mechanical stability of branching structures under dynamic loads. Moore et al. [2004] provided a more general overview of tree-wind interaction.
In a recent work Derzaph and Hamilton [2013] introduced a model for capturing growth characteristics of simple tree models in relation to wind. Since it is intended for games, their method does not integrate a physically plausible wind model and their trees are modeled in a schematic and very limited way. In contrast to their method, we focus on the efficient processing of biologicallyplausible plant development in real-time and full complexity.
Overview
The input to our method is a set of parameters of a developmental tree model, the scene geometry, and the set of parameters describing the wind emitters, their geometry, and their behavior. In the simplest configuration it is a single tree with one wind emitter, but more complex scenarios with obstacles and multiple trees and emitters are used. Our system supports developmental models that provide branch competition for resources and tropism such as [Greene 1989; Měch and Prusinkiewicz 1996; Palubicki et al. 2009; Benes and Millán 2002] . In our framework, we use the developmental model by Pirk et al. [2012a] . We simulate wind with a Lagrangian fluid model that uses particles as discrete quantities (SPH). The SPH are adaptive, allow for quick integration as well as interaction with the tree geometry, and provide complex fluid phenomena such as turbulence, fusion, and separation. The wind affects the tree by employing forces that cause dynamic behavior of the branches. The tree's response is calculated by adding particle integrators to the tree geometry, which allow for time integration of the wind effect. By using this method we can capture the effect of the forces over user-defined periods of time. After each integration step the resulting changes in the geometry are calculated and transferred to the developmental model that changes the growth directions accordingly and grows the tree.
Our framework allows for various levels of user control as shown in the lower row of Figure 2 . A user can directly manipulate the tree parameters, such as its mechanical response to the applied forces, the width of branches, or the number of leaves. The wind properties can be manipulated by changing its distribution, strength, direction, or there may be multiple wind emitters in the scene.
Similar to other approaches, our system represents a tree model as a skeletal graph G = {V, E} [Palubicki et al. 2009; Livny et al. 2011] , where V are the vertices and E the edges. Given an edge ei and its corresponding vertices (vs, vt) a hierarchical relationship is produced, with vs being the ancestor of vt; one of the vertices is the root node: vroot. Each branch is a chain of a varying number of edges C = {e1, e2, . . . , en} within the same branching level; n denotes the length of a chain. These chains not only represent the connection of vertices but also the biological properties of the branching structure such as wood characteristics. Processing a tree graph instead of the full mesh geometry lowers the computational costs for simulation and structural adaptation. At rendering time the mesh geometry is produced on the fly with a modern graphics API shader pipeline.
Wind Simulation
A wind field can be described by the Navier-Stokes equations, which can be solved by a variety of algorithms [Bridson 2008] . Our method could make use of any wind simulation that allows for calculating the forces exerted on the tree geometry. However, in our framework we use Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH), which gained importance in recent years for a number of reasons. In contrast to Eulerian approaches that require spatial subdivision, particles are trackable objects in 3D space and thus allow easier simulation. Moreover, they are implicitly adaptive since they move in the areas where calculation is needed. The imprecision caused by the varying density of particles in different regions can be solved by adaptive particle splitting.
SPH is a flexible approach that accounts for objects that move quickly in the wind. The interaction of trees and wind fields is a two-way process. When trees are affected by wind they create turbulence and eddies in the wind field that can easily be integrated by the SPH approach. This is another big advantage of SPH over other methods. Finally, SPH can be computed on the GPU which allows simulating even complex tree models at interactive rates.
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
Each SPH particle has its position x and represents local physical quantities such as density or pressure. The Navier-Stokes equations describe the acceleration ai of the i−th particle as the material derivative of the velocity
which depends on the fluid's density ρ, pressure (− p), viscosity (µ 2 v) and external forces (ρg). The quantities at a certain location are computed by summing the relevant quantities from contributing particles that lie within a certain radial distance. The contribution of each j−th particle is weighted by a distance-based kernel smoothing function
where A is the calculated quantity (such as density or pressure), x the particle position, m its mass, ρ the particle density, and W the smoothing kernel with kernel radius h. The fluid development over time is computed by using Euler integration. These computations yield a 3D velocity field representing the wind direction [Liu and Liu 2003 ].
Wind Collision and Response
Another feature of particle-based wind dynamics that makes them suitable for our purpose is that it is easy to calculate collisions of particles with other objects. We use signed distance fields to represent distance to obstacles in our system. During the computation of the particle movement we check collisions by looking-up the distance to the closest obstacle similar to Guendelman et al. [2003] .
The collision of fluid particles and trees is described in Section 5.
To perform fast distance tests we approximate complex (non-tree) objects in our framework with bounding volumes. When a collision is detected the distance field provides us with the distance of the particle to the closest point on the surface and the corresponding direction. As a reaction to the collision, the velocity and position of the particle is updated.
Tree Dynamics
We compute the dynamics of swaying tree motions with an approximate general force model for branching structures [Sakaguchi and Ohya 1999] . If forces act for a longer time in the same direction, their results are transferred to the developmental model and affect the growth direction of the tree (see Section 6). Additionally, we compute more complex effects such as the breaking of branches (see below) and the abrasion and drying of buds (Section 6.4).
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Figure 3: Force-based transformations of a tree graph: a branching structure is influenced by a force field (a). Internodes are affected by the forces propagated through the branching structure and yield a transformed tree graph (b). An external wind force (FW ) is compensated with restoration (R), damping (D), and propagation (P ) forces.
To measure the forces of fluid particles we use sensor particles distributed along the tree structure. The sensor particles measure and integrate the forces for passing fluid particles and thereby allow for a two-way coupling of the tree graph and the wind field. Figure 3 (a) shows a branching structure with associated sensor particles. To account for a different resistance of branches and leaves, we differentiate between sensor particles distributed along the edges and The box causes a wind shadow that protects the tree behind it. Each of the trees influences the particles and thereby influences their density.
cluster particles placed in the foliage. Both particle types are surrounded by sensor volumes that allow us to quantify the passing fluid particles [Akagi and Kitajima 2006; Selino and Jones 2013] . For edge particles we simply perform cylinder point tests to instantaneously resolve the collision. Fluid particles within the volumes of cluster particles receive a penalty force, simulating the interaction of wind and leaves.
In order to achieve precise results, we would need to cover each triangle of the input mesh, including leaves and branches, with particles distributed with equal density. However, this would be impractical, because detailed tree models often consist of tens of thousands of triangles. Instead, we approximate the tree structure by particles distributed along the edges ei of the tree graph and use a dynamic clustering of smaller branches and leaves which are then represented by cluster particles. Similar to the methodology described by Müller et al. [2011] , each branch sensor particle has a cylindrical volume (Figure 3 (a)) whereas cluster particles are represented by spheres. This allows for a significant reduction in the number of particles to a couple of hundreds for each tree. Figure 3 shows schematically the way the tree is modified and how forces act on it. The tree is affected by the wind field that creates a force on the tree nodes and its connecting edges. Integration of the forces causes the tree graph to move to a new position (Figure 3 (b) ).
Trees have a large damping due to internal wood characteristics and the air resistance of the leaves. This is modeled by damping forces D that are computed in every simulation step. After the wind has gone, restoration forces R move the tree back into its original position.
Tree Forces
As described in Oliapuram and Kumar [2010] a branch is modeled as a chain of edges, where each edge e is a rigid link with the corresponding vertices E = {vs, vt}; a vertex vt rotates around its parent vs. When an external force hits a tree graph, the edge movement is determined by computing the temporal derivative of the angular velocity ω of the edge, which depends on the torque N and the moment of inertia I (rod):
where m is the branch mass and r is the length of the edge e. The actual values of the mass and length are calculated from the tree geometry obtained from the developmental model (Section 6.3).
The momentum N is calculated as the cross product of the forces F acting on the edge and the edge vector e: N = F × e. Similar to Sakaguchi and Ohya [1999] we compute the force F as
where F W is the external wind force, R is the restoration force of the branch to its resting position, D is an axial damping force, P is the back propagation force that propagates the forces acting upon the child branch to the parent branch and L is a force term representing the drag of leaves. To correctly transfer the forces back, the dynamics computation is performed recursively from the outer edges to the root edge. Figure 3 (c) illustrates the acting forces on a branching structure.
The wind model provides a velocity vector affecting the tree graph. For the computation of the wind force we employ the aerodynamic drag equation
where S b is the normal projected area of the surface facing towards the wind, σ is a drag coefficient (here approximated with a value of 0.6), and ν is the external wind velocity.
The restoration force R moves a deflected branch towards its rest position, relative to the parent edge. The force direction dr is the spherical direction to the rest position. Its strength depends on the branch rigidity k and its angular displacement α:
Due to strong binding forces among branch segments the motion of a branch is suppressed by the axial damping force. We model the damping as acting against the edge angular velocity, proportional to the edge thickness coefficient µ:
When a branch is deflected from its initial position, forces acting on a child branch are propagated to the parent branch. To correctly transfer the forces back, the dynamics computation is performed recursively from the outer edges to the root edge. The back propagation force P i−1 is propagated to a branch from its child branches
where ki is the propagation coefficient of the force. The ratio of child and parent branch thickness is
where kc is the fixed propagation coefficient and T h i and T h i−1 are the thickness of the parent and the child vertex respectively. If the
restoration force of child branches is zero the propagation force is zero as well.
To represent the influence of leaves in the force model we add the leaf force L for each of the leaf clusters and compute it similar to the wind force Fw:
where S l represents the approximate projected area of the leaf surface, ν the external wind velocity and c a constant leaf coefficient for representing leaf characteristics of different species.
Breaking of Branches
A branch breaks when the acting forces exceed a certain level of stress. As our branching structures do not provide the required physical properties of wood, such as rigidity, stiffness, and hardness, we determine the required parameters by approximating Young's modulus and Hook's law similar to Ennos and van Carsteren [2010] . This is due to the fact that these properties heavily depend not only on the kind of wood [Laboratory 2013 ] but also on the local growth structure. Wood is a highly anisotropic material that incorporates drastic local changes that are not modeled by our approach. Thus we compute the current stress σ acting upon an edge of our branching structure by
with c being the coefficient of Young's modulus E and the radius of the curvature R: c = E/R. The radius of the branch is denoted by r and M is the bending moment: M = d × F , with d being the direction vector of the branch and F the force of the wind model. Similar to Cannell and Morgan [1989] we compute the maximum stress σmax a branch is able to compensate as being proportional to the branch thickness d and a material property p as
p is commonly determined by measuring the properties of wood, in our system we let the user define it. A branch breaks when the current stress σ exceeds the maximum stress σmax. In contrast to vector fields, particle-based collisions allow modeling the breaking of individual and upwind-sided branches (Figure 12 ).
Tree Response
In contrast to previous methods our approach allows capturing wind influence at two different time scales. On one hand we animate tree motions induced by wind forces, on the other hand we compute long-term variations of tree growth due to wind fields and allow the user to shape trees this way. Our approach thus is a unified solution for tree animation and modeling.
We achieve this by coupling the wind field with the tree graph. As mentioned above, we use sensor particles attached to the tree skeleton to measure the influence of SPH particles. Each of the particles exerts a force to the tree model and lets the tree move. If integrated over time, the average influence of particles is measured and the sensor is able to deliver a stable force signal if the wind field is stable over time. If coupled with a developmental tree model this signal can then be used to reshape the tree during its growth.
The same two trees growing at the same speed with two different wind fields show a significant difference. If the wind field changes its direction quite suddenly (unstable wind field), the model has a less clear direction than with a slowly changing wind field. In Figure 5 we demonstrate the effect for a rotating wind field. For Tree A Figure 5 : Two trees growing within a rotating wind field: Tree A grew within a slowly changing wind field and adapted its shape heavily due to the prevailing wind direction. Tree B grew in a fast rotating field for which the effects balance out.
the wind field rotated very slowly, only about 180 degrees during the growth of the model, whereas Tree B was affected by a wind field that rotated five times around the model during its growth.
Here the influences of the wind balance out due to the unstable direction.
Even though we use SPH for the wind simulation and a particular growth model for our implementation, our approach can be used with any wind model and with any developmental model for trees.
The main advantage of a particle-based wind model, however, lies in its ability to handle collisions (used for bud abrasion and drying) as well as lee effects (wind shadow) which frequently occur in most scenes (Figure 4 ).
Immediate Tree Response
Let us assume that a grown tree is swaying in a dynamic wind field. The forces applied to the tree result in a dynamic motion of its branches that we call immediate tree response. A vertex in its resting position xRP is pushed by wind in time t + ∆t to its current position xCP (cf. Figure 6 , (a), (b)). As soon as the force stops the vertex moves back to its rest position xRP (elastic restoration, Figure 6 (c)). The end vertex of each edge moves on a spherical surface that we call the bend range. It is implicitly defined by Eq. (4) in Section 5.1. Wind oscillations force the branch to move within this range. The time integration of a position can be computed similar to Oliapuram and Kumar [2010] . The direction of an edge is given by
where θ and θ represent the original and the new angular orientation, ω and ω the current and new velocity and α the angular acceleration α = dω/dt. ∆t represents the time step of the inte- gration. The actual transformation of a vertex is computed by
where x represents the updated vertex position that is computed by transforming x by the rotation matrix R θ . The vector x L represents the updated position in the local coordinate system of the vertex. From Eq. (14) we compute the current position (xCP ) and the rest position (xRP ) (cf. Figure 6 ).
Long-Term Tree Response
So far we only described the immediate reaction of a tree to a wind field. However, in nature a tree is subject to plastic deformation when it is exposed to stress of a wind field for a long time. The key idea behind our approach is that a branch will not recuperate perfectly to its rest position xRP when exposed to wind for some time [Neild and Wood 1999] . To capture the corresponding longterm effect of a wind field on a tree model we sample and integrate the occurring forces for the sensor particles on the tree graph (Figure 7) . We determine the alteration of the current rest position by integrating the wind field over time and by applying the resulting forces to the rest position.
The following paragraphs introduce two stabilization modes for capturing the long-term adaptations of branching structures caused by stress from wind fields. Although described separately they are both applied in parallel. To maintain the structural properties of the input model, the rest position is only allowed to move within the rest range (c). The developmental position xDP is constant for a given developmental state (DS) t.
We update the structure of our tree model by moving the rest position towards a temporal average of its position. This transformation occurs over a period of time ∆t and thus slowly adjusts the tree structure according to the dominant direction in the wind field. When the external force stops, the tree recuperates to this modified rest position (x RP ) and thus shows plasticity. However, this new rest position is not fixed; when an external force affects the tree from another direction, the rest position is adjusted according to the new force.
Growth stabilization accounts for the growth that affects the plasticity of branches. Since elasticity gradually decreases as a branch becomes older and thicker, plastic deformation increases. This is illustrated in Figure 8 ; the size of the rest range decreases as the branch becomes more rigid. At the same time, the developmental position (xDP ) slowly moves towards the rest position (xRP ). In fact our neutral tree model adapts towards the current model under the influence of wind.
Figure 8: Growth stabilization: As the tree grows the developmental position (xDP ) is adjusted towards the rest position (xRP ). This slowly fixates the tree according to the direction of the wind field.
To account for the increasing rigidity of branches, the size of the rest range decreases.
This fixates the orientation of the branch and stabilizes the tree model according to the average long-term wind direction. If we change the wind towards the opposite direction, the tree would not transform back to the neutral tree model but to a deformed shape since the plastic deformation was already integrated in the model. The only way to create a different deformation would be to move backwards in time and to let the tree grow again under the influence of the new wind direction.
The developmental position xDP and the rest position xRP are computed based on the description in Section 6.3. The transformations of xDP and xRP are performed as described in Eq. (14). While the bend range represents the current variations of the tree model, we need to explicitly compute the rest range to maintain the structural properties of the tree model during development. This range is computed based on a logistic function [Prusinkiewicz et al. 1993] , the normalized thickness Tn and the constant scaling factor r: E(Tn, r) = 1 + e (Tn−1)2r+r −1 .
As stated above, both stabilization modes are applied at the same time and invoked when the tree starts to grow. This allows us to combine realistic tree simulation with developmental stabilization of the tree under the influence of long-term wind.
Developmental Models
The above mechanism can be applied to different developmental models. Typically, such models provide a developmental position (xDP ) and a rest position (xRP ) for branches as part of their modeling process. When it is possible to add sensor particles to their branching structure, both immediate and long-term response can be integrated easily.
To show that our model is suited for real-time applications we adapted the approach of Pirk et al. [2012a] , which supports interactive computations while at the same time maintaining biologically plausible branching structures. However, this model focuses on computing a growth animation from a small tree towards the input geometry and ignores environmental effects. We extend the approach by integrating the growth adaptation from the previous section and show that it can be used to model structural adjustments of trees in dynamic wind fields.
An input tree model is analyzed and a skeletal graph is determined. This graph is then used to interpolate branching angles and branch Figure 9 : A set of pine trees processed with our system. The original tree model (a) suffers from bud drying and bud abrasion (b). A younger developmental stage is affected by wind and stabilizes its structure (c). Later in its growth process the wind direction changes and causes the tree to grow towards another direction (d). The models (b)-(d) were made from the input model (a).
radii during the growth process. The position of a vertex within a developmental state can be computed by
where R Local (Φ) represents the local rotation matrix and RP rop(Φ) the propagated rotation matrix from the previous branch segments. Φ is the rotation angle. vy represents the unit vector in the direction of the y-axis in a standard coordinate system and xm denotes the rest position and the current position in our model. The developmental position is given by computing the inverse tropism as shown by Pirk et al. [2012a] . By inserting the local transformations for xCP and xRP (represented as matrix R Local ) to Eq. (16), we are able to compute the current position and the rest position of the vertex accordingly.
Taking into consideration that young branches of a bent tree grow towards light, we additionally apply a simple form of phototropism. We compute the bend axis for the tropism by b = L × de, where L represents the light direction and de the direction of the edge. We compute the rotation matrix RL and apply the tropism to the position of the edge vertex from the developmental model xm. We only modify the youngest branches and apply the tropism before the wind transformation. This provides visually plausible results; however, more complex light models (e.g. as described in Palubicki et al. [2009] ) potentially yield more appealing results.
Bud Abrasion and Drying
Wind may also hurt newly developed buds. They may dry out due to heavy wind speeds or be abraded due to contact between branches. Both phenomena are well known to botanists since they influence the development of trees. Putz and Parker [1984] for example studied the formation of openings in forest canopies. In our simulation, buds are located on the youngest branches of the tree model. We account for the drying of buds by sampling the wind field at each bud and evaluate if the wind intensity exceeds a predefined user threshold. If this is the case the bud dries out and after some time is marked as dead and eliminated from the simulation. Similarly, bud abrasion is computed by counting the number of collisions of a bud with neighboring branches. We define a bounding sphere around each active bud and use it to detect the number of collisions. A bud is killed when the collisions reach a user-specified threshold. Figures 9 (b) and 12 (e) illustrate the bud drying and abrasion due to wind.
Implementation and Results
We have implemented our system in C++ and OpenGL on a desktop computer with an Intel i7 processor at 3.4 Ghz and 16 GB RAM. All results shown in the paper were rendered with an Nvidia Geforce 780 GPU in our framework. We employed the geometry processing capabilities of an OpenGL 4.2 shader pipeline to render our models. The meshes were produced on the fly on a frame to frame basis. Table 1 shows computation times for the results shown in the paper using our non-optimized code. Depending on the model complexity we reach between 5 and 50 fps, for a large scene with dozens of trees one second per frame is needed. 
User Interaction
Although the introduced system runs completely automatic, it provides several levels of user interaction. Our implementation of SPH depends on a number of parameters such as the number of particles in total, emitted particles per second, and physical properties of particles such as viscosity, mass, rest density, and gas constant. Moreover, the user can directly change the position of wind emitters as shown in the accompanying video. All objects interact with the fluid and therefore can be used to create complex interactions and wind flows.
The stabilization modes introduced in Section 6.2 enable realistic tree modeling and also support artistic needs. By directly placing the emitter, the Dynamic Stabilization enables users to reshape a given tree in its current developmental state. The tree will slowly lean away from the wind source and the rest position xRP will move towards the average current position xCP of the branches over a period of time ∆t. Combined with Growth Stabilization a user can integrate stress response of a tree model for a given developmental state. This process can be applied repeatedly for different developmental stages and is then -what we call -stress-based authoring of tree models. We used this approach for generating the models shown in in Figure 11 (bottom).
Results
The examples in Figure 4 illustrate the ability of our particle-based fluid dynamics to model and track collisions. The particles interfere with the trees and create unique flow fields for each individual exemplar; this is much more precise than just using vector fields. The pine trees in Figure 9 were generated from the same input model. Based on different environmental conditions unique shapes can be generated. Figure 10 shows three developmental stages of a tree model and how it developed under the influence of wind. The younger developmental stages receive wind from a certain direction and stabilize their structure. The models shown in Figure 11 show two fully developed trees modeled according to dynamically changing wind fields.
Windy Trees: Computing Stress Response for Developmental Tree Models Two sets of models generated with our framework. A given tree model (a) and (e) is exposed to wind while it grows. The model stabilizes its structure (dynamics stabilization) and compensates the stress. The deformations are fixated when the model reaches a new developmental state. The models (b)-(d) and (f)-(j) are the result of a developmental process under the influence of a different wind field.
Figure 12: A tree model exposed to the same wind field gradually loses its leaves (a)-(c). As can be seen, the bending of the branching structure is dynamically affected the more leaves are attached. The input tree model (d) suffers from environmental influences: wind causes the abrasion and the drying of buds as the tree develops (e) and causes the breaking of branches (f).
(b) (c) (d) Figure 13 : Sway motions and frequency spectra of a leafy tree and a palm tree captured in our system. The sway motion diagrams (a), (c) show the tracked position of a particle over a period of two minutes. The frequency diagrams indicate the dominant sway frequency of the tree models at about 0.45 Hz (b) and 0.7 Hz (d). Compared to the real data discussed in James et al. [2006] our measurements show similar characteristics.
In Figure 12 (a)-(c) we demonstrate one of the advantages of our particle-based modeling approach. A tree model gradually loses its leaves and as a result it is less affected by the wind field. The subfigures (d) and (e) illustrate the abrasion and the drying of buds, (f) shows the effect of branch breaking. A large scene with 20 tree models is shown in Figure 15 . The models were exposed to strong wind fields during their growth process. Each tree adapts its branching structure according to the prevailing wind direction at its location.
Evaluation
Most trees are exposed to wind during their entire life and compensate this stress with structural adaptations. Although the impact of stress on branching structures is an active subject of research in botany and forestry, we are not aware of measurements that represent the growth process of a tree with respect to wind over its entire life-time.
We can, however, evaluate our framework by measuring sway motions and frequency spectra of tree graphs exposed to our wind model. This is similar to James et al. [2006] who investigated swaying motions and frequency spectra of real trees swaying in wind. They attached motion sensors to the branches to measure their stability during storms. To acquire similar data for our tree models we selected one of our sensor particles and tracked its movement over a period of time. Additionally, we computed the angular displacement between the current xCP and rest position xRP to determine the sway frequency of the tracked particle. We used a Fourier Transformation to analyze the dominant natural frequencies in this measured signal. To reproduce the randomness of real-world wind fields we added noise to the output velocity of the wind emitter.
The sway motion diagram ( Figure 13, (a) , (c)) shows sway motions of a sensor particle attached to the tree trunk at about two meters of height (in our case the fourth internode within the root chain). This particle represents the tracked displacement of the current position (xCP ). We measured the particle movement over a period of two minutes. The spectrum diagram shows the most dominant frequencies for two tree models ( Figure 13 , (b), (d)) at 0.45 Hz and 0.7 Hz. By adjusting the force terms discussed in Section 5.1 we are not only able to match the shape of the spectrum, but also the dominant frequency of 0.3Hz as discussed in James et al. [2006] . This confirms that the immediate response to the wind of trees in our framework corresponds to real-world data. Figure 14 shows our attempt to recreate models observed in nature. The first column shows the tree developed without any wind, the second column shows the tree affected by a prevailing wind, and the right image is the actual photograph. The tree models were Figure 14 : Two of our models compared to photographs of real trees. The left shows the unaffected model, and in the middle shows the two authored models. Photographs courtesy of Alex Bamford, Lake District, UK (top) and Federica Gentile, Eastbourne, UK (bottom).
grown with our developmental model while exposed to different wind conditions. Our system allows growth characteristics to be reproduced similar to observations in nature. The overall shape of the simulated trees reflects the competition between phototropism (tendency to grow against the light) and the long-term prevailing stress caused by the wind.
Conclusion
We have introduced a method that combines tree developmental models with SPH for wind simulation into a single framework. The simulated wind exerts stress on a tree model which alters the growth direction based on elasticity and mechanical properties of the wood. Our framework generates tree shapes similar to those observed in nature, our implementation runs in real-time for single tree models and at interactive frame rates for moderately large groups. In addition we have shown that the introduced method provides novel possibilities for editing tree models by using wind as a bio-morphological mechanism.
However, the proposed system is not without limitations. Our simulation is a complex system and as such it is sensitive to initial conditions. For example, the sensor particles on each tree are associated with the vertices of the tree graph. Moving these sensors to different locations could alter the results; the effect of their location would be worthy of investigating as it could affect the computed forces. Similarly, the size and position of the emitter also effects the shape of the tree.
Windy Trees: Computing Stress Response for Developmental Tree Models • 204:9 Figure 15 : A large scene including 20 tree models rendered with our system. Left: The scene with tree models grown without the influence of wind. Right: the same scene with all models exposed to a wind field from one direction (as indicated by the arrow). Tree models and obstacles in the scene interact with the wind field and thereby cause individual growth conditions for each tree.
One open issue and an interesting avenue for future work would be to increase the level of control. Although the current implementation generates plausible results, it is sometimes difficult to achieve a desired shape for a tree model. It could help to combine our method with editing techniques as proposed by Longay et al. [2012] or Pirk et al. [2012b] . Currently, our system does not support secondary branch motions, i.e., forces are not propagated from the root to the outer branches. Leveraging more complex models for branch and leaf dynamics, e.g., such as the one proposed by Derzaph and Hamilton [2013] , would allow generating more realistic behavior for non-interactive applications. Finally, we do not provide a level of detail approach for our system. However, for large scenes it would be desirable to vary the number of sensor particles dynamically for every tree model.
